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A METHODOLOGY FOR COSTING MAN-REM

Design & Operations are continually faced with the problem

of assigning a specific cost to a man-rem. The only costs

currently available in various publications e.g. MSD-69-4

(Ref. 1) are not always applicable to current operating station

conditions. At one extreme we have the cost associated with

provision of regular staff as replacement labour because of

man-rem considerations ($7000/man-rem) and at the other is the

Social Cost ($200 man-rem). An attempt is made herein to

provide a methodology for costing man-rem in a way which can

be applied to station conditions.

For purposes of doing cost/benefit analysis Man-Rem costs can

be divide! into four different categories:

1. SOCIAL COSTS

This is the cost associated with the possible increased

burden on society such as ill health or death due to

radiation exposure. Using 1971 OHIP and Ontario Census

data this cost is approximately $200.00/man-rem (Ref. 2).

2. EXPOSURE COSTS

When station annual dose totals exceed what are con-

sidered acceptable, based on risk considerations, then

incremental costs may arise due to the need for additional

services.

These additional costs are:

A. Dose accounting costs

B. Radiation safety awareness/training costs

C. Increased dosimetry costs
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In detail:

A. Dose Accounting Costs

(Based c- a Station similar to Pickering G.S.)

(i) i H.P. (§ $13/hr. full time = $24,000

(ii) 1 Radiation Control Tech. @ $10/hr. - full

time = $18,000

B. Radiation Safety Awareness/Training Costs

At the moment, permanent station staff who are suit-

ably qualified with respect to Radiation Protection,

undergo R.P.T. Refresher Training 2 days/year.

Assuming that 50% of the time in Refresher Training

is spent on Man-Rem Reduction Discussions, and other

Man-Rem related topics a real time saving could be

achieved if there was no need for a Man-Rem Reduction

Program. This is quantitied as follows:

(1) 400 men receive R.P.T. Refresher ""raining 2 days/

yr. of which an equivalent of 1 day is devoted

to Man-Rem Reduction i.e. a potential saving of:

1 X 400 X 8 X 10 $32,000
I I I \

(1 day) (men) (hrs/day) ($/hr. avg. salary
at Pickering G.S.)*

(2) Cost of Instruction

10 men/Refresher i.e. 80 Refresher courses/yr.

which could be reduced to 40 courses/yr.

Potential Savings of:

1 X 40 X 8 X 13 $4200

(1 day) (Courses (hrs/day) (avg. $/hr in H.P.
saved) Dept.)*

*Includes burden but no overhead costs.
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C. Increased Dosimetry Costs

(1) Film Cost

DNHW costs in 1974 = $19,700

1 film processing cost = 45<?

Holder cost = 25*/holder/year

Regular Staff = 600

Regular Staff film process and holder cost

= 600 X (.45 X 26 + .25) = $7,200

For the first six months of 1974 there were

336 non-station staff exposed to external radia-

tion to provide man-rem not available at the

Station.

i.e. an average of 26/film period

Therefore, external dosimetry costs associated

with these exposures = 26/600 X 7200 = $310.00.

(2) Bioassay Cost

Avg. number of samples/day = 110

Cost/sample (Ref. 3) = $2

Total station bioassay cost

110 X 2 X 52 X 5 = $57,200

Internal dosimetry costs associated with the

exposure of non-station staff:

- 26/600 X 57,200 - §2500

(3) Computer Costs

Applying the same ratio as before:

Dataline Computer charges for 777/3302 (mainly

for processing of the Dose Control Program)

- $11,000

Increased cost = 26/600 X 11,000 = $475.00
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(4) Data Clerk Costs

Again, assuming that the additional time spent

by the Data Clerks on the dose control system

could be profitably spent elsewhere:

No. of data clerks = 3

Fraction of time normally spent on Dose Control

System = 50% applying •-.he same ratio as before:

3/2 X 2000 X 10 X 26/600 = $1300

Total Exposure Costs = $41,000

At present no clean cut definition of the station dose

at which the above services are required exists but it

is thought to be in the order of 600-1200 rem/year (.3 to

.6 man-rem/MWe).

TEMPORARY LABOUR COSTS

In 1974 (for Pickering G.S. Personnel)

A. 740 man-weeks were spent on "REMOVAL" by 93 men for

exceeding 4 Rem/ECY,

B. 235 man-weeks were spent on "REMOVAL" by 25 men for

exceeding 2 Rem/QTR,

for a total of 975 man-weeks (or 3 9,000 man hrs.) and

422 man-rem.

An investigation of the labour charges for Pickering G.S.

showed that much more than 39,000 hours were charged to

Pickering G.S. by various agencies including CNS, NPD,

BNPD, NTC, Forestry, Central Maintenance, Generation

Projects, AECL and General Electric. Because the hours

charged were significantly larger than the hours spent

on Removal it was arbitrarily decided to assume that 50%

of the man-hours spent on Removal by Pickering G.S.
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personnel were supplemented by various outside agencies

to compensate Tor 50% of the dose causing the Removal.

This is further supported by the fact that approximately

200 man-rem was accumulated by non-station personnel.

i.e. 19,500 hours to replace 210 man-rem. These hours

are costed at $18.00/hour.

19,500 hours X $18/hr. = $351,000

Furthermore, it is necessary to provide Radiation Protec-

tion Assistance for the untrained temporary labour. This

is assumed to require the services of 1 man for half the

time.

i.e. 1 X 19,500 man hours.

4. PERMANENT REPLACEMENT LABOUR

This cost is based on the requirement to supplement the

available rent by employment of staff on a permanent basis.

MSD-69-4 implies that this occurs when the average annual

dose is greater than 3 rem/man. With labour + burden

costs at $10/hr/man, the Replacement Cost =

$21,000 = $7,000/man-rem

5. MAN-REM STATISTICS - PICKERING G.S. 1974

Pickering G.S. Total Dose in 1974 = 1615 man-rem

#3 P.T. Replacement Total Dose in 1974 = 430 man-rem

Therefore, excluding #3 P.T. Repalcement:

Routine Pickering Dose Total in 1974 = 1185 man-rem.

The Routine Pickering Dose can be sub-divided as follows:
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A. From Section (2) the dose at which no additional ser-

vices are required i.e. is the .3 to .6 man-rem/MWe

installed range. Assuming .4 man-rem/MWe installed

800 (.4 x 2000 MWe for Pickering G.S.) man-reni is the

dose at which no additional services are required.

i.e. the ^nly cost associated with this dose total

is the Soc al Cost.

B. From Section (3) 210 man-rem was consumed at the

Temporary Labour Cost.

C. (a) + (b) = 1010 man-rem. Therefore, the remaining

routine dose of 175 man-rem would be costed at the

Exposure Cost.

6. MAN-REM COSTS

A. Social Cost

800 man-rem @ $200/man-rem = $160,000

B. Exposure Cost

175 man-rem costing $41,000 + Social Cost ($175 X $200)

- $675 man-rem - $76,000

C. Temporary Labour Cost

The costs associated with the Temporary Labour Costs

are:

1. Labour charges for transient labour

19500 hrs. X $18/hr = $351,000

2. Radiation Protection

1/2 man X 19,500 X $10/hr. = $97,500
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3. Social Cost

210 X $200 = $42,000.

Temporary Labour Cost = $2350/man-rem = $490,500

D. Permanent Replacement Labour

There was no requirement to supplement the available

rem with permanent replacement labour at Pickering

G.S. in 1974; therefore there was no Permanent Replace-

ment Labour Cost.

7. AVERAGE MAN-REM COST

An average man-rem cost based on the above summary of:

1. Social Costs

2. Exposure Costs

3. Temporary Labour Costs

4. Permanent Replacement Labour Costs

can now be computed.

The above costs associated with the 1185 man-rem consumed

for Routine Operations at Pickering G.S. in 1974.

* $160,000 + $76,000 + $490,500 + $0

- $768,500

i.e. An average of $620/man-rem.

8. RECOMMENDED COST

The above calcualtion and assumptions were based on 1974

Pickering G.S. data adjusted to allow for the Unit #3

Pressure Tube Change. Because of the assumptions made and

the non-definitive nature of some decisions it is recom-

mended that when the category of exposure cannot be
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specifically identified, e.g. (temporary replacement labour,

permanent replacement labour etc.) as is the case for many

design decisions, that a value of $1000/man-rem be employed.
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